We present a new effective-one-body (EOB) Hamiltonian with next-to-leading order (NLO) spinspin coupling for black hole binaries endowed with arbitrarily oriented spins. The Hamiltonian is based on the model for parallel spins and equatorial orbits developed in [Physical Review D 90, 044018 (2014)], but differs from it in several ways. In particular, the NLO spin-spin coupling is not incorporated by a redefinition of the centrifugal radius rc, but by separately modifying certain sectors of the Hamiltonian, which are identified according to their dependence on the momentum vector. The gauge-fixing procedure we follow allows us to reduce the 25 different terms of the NLO spin-spin Hamiltonian in Arnowitt-Deser-Misner coordinates to only 9 EOB terms. This is an improvement with respect to the EOB model recently proposed in [Physical Review D 91, 064011 (2015)], where 12 EOB terms were involved. Another important advantage is the remarkably simple momentum structure of the spin-spin terms in the effective Hamiltonian, which is simply quadratic up to an overall square root. Moreover, a Damour-Jaranowski-Schäfer-type gauge could be established, thus allowing one to concentrate, in the case of circular and equatorial orbits, the whole spin-spin interaction in a single radial potential.
I. INTRODUCTION
The increasing interest in the modeling of gravitational waveforms from coalescing binaries, strongly motivated by the construction of ground-based detectors such as Virgo [1] or the now operating advanced LIGO [2] instruments, has led in the last decade to a significant effort in calculating spin effects in the post-Newtonian (PN) two-body problem beyond the leading order (LO). The spin-orbit coupling at the next-to-leading-order (NLO) was first derived in harmonic coordinates [3, 4] , and then within an Arnowitt-Deser-Misner (ADM) formalism [5] . The ADM approach (see especially the formalism developed in Ref. [6] ) has been quite fruitful, since it has also allowed the calculation of the next-to-next-to-leading order (NNLO) spin-orbit coupling [7, 8] and of the NLO spin-spin 1 coupling [9] [10] [11] . A method based on Effective Field Theory techniques [12] has also been able to derive the same results (see e.g. [13] ), and is expected to complete soon the (full, physically relevant) spin-spin coupling at the NNLO accuracy [14] .
Past work has shown that the most efficient way of using PN-expanded results to describe the dynamics of coalescing binaries is to encode them into an effectiveone-body (EOB) model [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] . This objective has been pursued in different versions of the EOB [18, [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] for both the spin-orbit coupling (up to NNLO) and the spinspin coupling (up to LO).
More recently, an EOB Hamiltonian reproducing the correct NLO spin-spin coupling has been proposed [28] [29] [30] , where the terms in question are included by a subleading-order modification of various squared-spin terms. An unpleasant feature of this approach is that the so-obtained effective squared-spin acquires a momentum dependence that cannot be removed by any gauge tuning, and that greatly complicates the analytic form of the Hamiltonian. In addition, the momentum-dependent terms in question are non-zero even in the most simple case of circular and equatorial orbits, which prevents one from having a direct insight into the dynamics by means of a radial potential A, as is the case for the models with just LO spin-spin coupling (see e.g. [18, 20, 21, 25] ).
Recently, Ref. [31] has proposed a new EOB description of binary black holes with parallel spins, moving along equatorial orbits. The EOB Hamiltonian of Ref. [31] incorporates a reformulation of the NLO spinspin terms of Ref. [28] , but presents some basic structural differences with respect to Refs. [18, 21, 28, 30] . The most important ones are the introduction of a new variable (the centrifugal radius r c ), which plays a central role for the description of quadratic spin effects, and a simplification of the spin-orbit structure.
The present work is meant as an improvement of both Ref. [30] and Ref. [31] . It will overcome the problematic features of Ref. [30] discussed above, while staying as close as possible to the new formalism and ideas introduced in Ref. [31] . Our final result will be an EOB Hamiltonian describing arbitrarily oriented spinning black holes whose structure is physically transparent and quite close to that of the Hamiltonian describing the dynamics of a test-particle in a Kerr background. As a bonus, our Hamiltonian will make manifest six hidden symmetries of the NLO spin-spin coupling, thereby allowing one to describe the latter coupling by means of arXiv:1509.08135v1 [gr-qc] 27 Sep 2015 only 9 terms (instead of the 25 terms present in their ADM formulation).
In Sec II, which is the core of the paper, our whole procedure is sequentially presented until the main results are obtained; in particular, Sec II A revisits the Kerr Hamiltonian and develops, from this limiting case, the basic ideas to be applied in the EOB case; Sec. II B introduces the EOB model from which we start, and Sec II C defines the transformation between the ADM and EOB coordinates; Sec. II D discusses two possible gauge choices, eventually opting for a single one, which leads to an identification of some forms quadratic in the spins that must be inserted into the EOB model to reproduce the NLO spin-spin coupling; Sec. II E proposes a resummation of the results into a final EOB Hamiltonian; Sec. II F provides a more detailed description of the quadratic forms, with some details about their eigenvalue decomposition and their positivity properties. In Sec III, the spin-orbit sector is discussed with some emphasis about the resummation choices of the gyro-gravitomagnetic factors. The physical characteristics of the last stable orbit (LSO) for equal masses and equal, aligned spins, are then computed and compared with the predictions of other EOB models. Finally, the Appendix briefly discusses some unexpected "symmetries" in the coefficients of the quadratic forms. Througout the paper we use geometrical units with G ≡ c ≡ 1.
II. A NEW EFFECTIVE-ONE-BODY DESCRIPTION OF THE NEXT-TO-LEADING ORDER SPIN-SPIN COUPLING
Let us recall that one of the basic features of the EOB formalism is to represent the Hamiltonian of a (comparable-mass and comparable-spin) two-body system in the form
where the "effective" Hamiltonian H eff is a deformed version of the Hamiltonian describing the dynamics of a (spinning) test-particle in a Kerr background. The EOB effective Hamiltonian is decomposed as
where the spin-orbit part H so gathers the contributions that are odd in the spins (i.e. linear, cubic, etc.), while the orbital part H orb those that are even in the spins (i.e. spin-independent, and then quadratic, quartic, etc.).
A. Structure of the Kerr Hamiltonian in Cartesian-like coordinates
As an orientation towards defining a new EOB Hamiltonian incorporating NLO spin-quadratic effects, let us reexamine the structure of the limiting case (to which H eff should reduce in the extreme mass ratio limit) of the Hamiltonian of a (non spinning) test-particle in a Kerr background. For this Kerr dynamics, and for the special case of equatorial orbits, Ref. [31] has highlighted the role played by the centrifugal radius 
Here, µ denotes the mass of the test-particle 2 . We see in Eq. (2.4) that the angular momentum dependence is encoded in the centrifugal term p 2 ϕ /r 2 c , involving the centrifugal radius r c . The construction of the EOB model of Ref. [31] is based upon the idea of exploiting the role of r c . In addition, it was suggested to incorporate NLO spin-spin effects (though only for circular orbits) by redefining the relation between r c and the Boyer-Lindquistlike coordinate r, by adding to a a new, radial dependent spin-quadratic term δa 2 (r). This model can be extended without particular problems to equatorial, noncircular orbits. For example, the missing NLO spin-spin terms can be reproduced by a p r -dependent term of the type
(where δa 2 pr is an appropriate quadratic combination of the individual spin parameters a 1 and a 2 ), or alternatively, by a modification of the r-r c relation inside of B eq . In the present work, our aim is to define an EOB dynamics which is able to give the simplest possible description of general, precessing spinning binary systems with arbitrarily oriented spins. When both spins, as well as the orbital plane, precess, there no longer exist useful analogs of the z-axis, and associated structures (equatorial plane, angular momentum p ϕ ) that motivated the emphasis on the centrifugal radius (2.3) and the associated form (2.4) of the Kerr Hamiltonian. This motivates us to reexamine the structure of the Kerr Hamiltonian when it is written in (Boyer-Lindquist-based) Cartesianlike coordinates r = (x, y, z), with x = r sin θ cos ϕ, y = r sin θ sin ϕ, z = r cos θ, namely:
where r ≡ r n and
In this reformulation, the centrifugal term p (n · a) = 0, the centrifugal radius r c emerges from the identity
The Kerr Hamiltonian written as in Eq. (2.5) will be the starting point of the new EOB model, i.e., we will look for an EOB effective, orbital Hamiltonian H eff orb which is the simplest possible deformation of Eq. (2.5). Let us introduce specific notations for the coefficients of the various contributions as they appear in Eq. (2.5), namely:
We have thereby distinguished four principal sectors in H Kerr orb . The first sector, described by the overall factor A Kerr (r, a), is an anisotropic (spin-dependent) gravitational potential which generalizes the Schwarzschild (isotropic) potential 1 − 2M/r. It reads 3 Let us, however, recall in passing that rc, Eq. (2.3), continues to play a central role even for non equatorial orbits, modulo the introduction of a "cos θ-dressing factor", see Eq. (2.2) in Ref. [31] .
where A Kerr, eq denotes the equatorial Kerr radial potential, given by Kerr εnp in powers of a (keeping r fixed), and retain only the terms quadratic in spin (spinspin terms). We immediately observe that i) All momentum-independent terms a 2 and (n · a) 2 are encoded in the radial potential A Kerr (r, a).
ii) The spin-spin terms contained in B 
2 includes, as second factor, a term quadratic in a, its spin-spin contribution only comes from the latter factor, namely ((n × p) · a)
2 . When decomposed in elementary scalar product factors, ((n × p) · a) 2 is found to be a combination of six different terms: the four terms
2 that appeared in ii), together with two new couplings (p · a) 2 and (n · p)(n · a)(p · a) (see Eq. (3.9) of Ref. [30] ).
The fact that every sector plays a rather individual role suggests a natural procedure for including the NLO spin-spin coupling into a new EOB Hamiltonian. This will be the topic of the next subsection.
B. The Effective-One-Body orbital Hamiltonian
The idea at the basis of our new EOB Hamiltonian is to write the orbital part of the EOB effective Hamiltonian H eff orb in the same form as Eq. (2.9), but with (momentumindependent) coefficients A(r, ν, a 1 , a 2 ), B p (r, ν, a 1 , a 2 ), B np (r, ν, a 1 , a 2 ) and B εnp (r, ν, a 1 , a 2 ) that are appropriate deformations of the coefficients A Kerr (r, a), B To be fully explicit, the structure of our new EOB Hamiltonian is given by Eq (2.1), with H eff of the form Eq (2.2). In the latter equation, the spin-orbit part is taken of the general form 12) in terms of the following symmetric combinations of the two spin vectors
14)
The factors G S and G S * in Eq. (2.12) are functions of r, p, a 1 and a 2 , and are even in the spin vectors. They are not the focus of the present work (see, however, below for more discussion of them).
In the present paper, we focus on a new definition of the spin-quadratic contribution of an effective orbital EOB Hamiltonian H eff orb having the following structure: 15) where the structure of the last-indicated contribution on the right-hand-side (rhs) of Eq. (2.15) will be discussed below. Let us start by specifying the structure that we shall require for the dependence of the EOB potentials A, B p and B np on the mass-ratio 4 ν and the two individual vectorial Kerr parameters of the two black holes a 1 ≡ S 1 /m 1 , a 2 ≡ S 2 /m 2 . We recall [18] that an effective orbital Hamiltonian with the correct LO spin-spin coupling is simply obtained by replacing the Kerr spin vector a entering Eq. (2.5) by the following effective spin vector
(2.16)
In addition to the replacement (2.16), the two masses, M and µ, entering the Kerr dynamics are replaced by
This suggests to look for EOB potentials A, B p , B np of the form 
where
with 4 We shall use here the convention m 1 ≥ m 2 so that all the massratios can be expressed in terms of ν = m 1 m 2 /(m 1 + m 2 ) 2 . E.g.,
For the purpose of this article, it is not necessary to be careful about the ν-deformations of A and Bnp, since the NLO spinspin coupling is not affected by them. Indeed, neither A nor Bnp contain ν-dependent terms at the 1PN level, and thus there is no coupling of this type with the LO spin-spin part leading to NLO spin-spin terms. However, an influence of the purely orbital ν-deformation on the spin-spin sector is still present in the transformation between ADM and EOB coordinates, and also in the transformation between the effective and EOB Hamiltonians.
A orb (r c , ν) ≡ P 5 that were employed in Ref. [31] ). Here, and in the following, r c is defined as being the following function of r and a 0 ,
As for the other Kerr-like EOB potentials, we take
25)
where A eq (r c , ν, a 0 ) was defined in Eq. (2.22) above, and where D orb (r c , ν) is defined by Eq. (33) of [31] with u c ≡ M/r c . Finally, the quartic-in-momenta term Q 4 that has to be added to the four main summands inside the effective Hamiltonian is defined by Eq. (35) in Ref. [31] .
C. Canonical transformation from ADM to EOB
In order to determine the additional, NLO spin-spin terms δA, δB p , δB np in Eqs. (2.18)-(2.20) (as well as the NLO-accurate B εnp ((n × p) · a)
2 -like terms in Eq. (2.15)) we need to transform the ADM NLO spin-spin Hamiltonian H NLO(ADM) ss [9] [10] [11] 13 ] into a corresponding EOB Hamiltonian by means of a suitable canonical transformation. As in Refs. [28, 30] , this will be done by composing three successive canonical transformations. The first transformation G 1PN o (r, p) (given by Eqs. (6.15)-(6.16) in Ref. [15] ) is of a purely orbital type, and has the following effect on spin-spin terms:
It is followed by a LO spin-spin canonical transformation G LO ss (r, p, S 1 , S 2 ) (given by Eq. (5.15) in Ref. [23] , see also Eq. (3.16) of Ref. [30] ) yielding a further modification of spin-spin terms:
Finally, we perform a NLO spin-spin canonical transformation G NLO ss (r, p, S 1 , S 2 ) (whose structure will be discussed below) yielding a last modification of spin-spin terms
must then be equal to the corresponding term in the PN expansion of the EOB Hamiltonian we are seeking. It is convenient to focus the attention onto the squared effective orbital Hamiltonian H eff orb 2 , which has an intuitive structure. Because of the relation In other words, our problem is to find a suitable G
NLO ss
such that the rhs of Eq. (2.32) is equal to the NLO spinspin contribution to the expression
with appropriate NLO spin-spin terms δA, δB p , δB np , and with a suitable NLO-accurate EOB version of the ((n × p) · a) 2 term in the Kerr Hamiltonian (2.5). We introduce at this point a change in the notation. Since NLO spin-spin terms are more conveniently expressed by dimensionless quantities, we will from now on only make use of the dimensionless rescaled vari-
However, in order to lighten the notation, we will omit to display the hats on the dynamical variables r, r c and p.
Before evaluating Eq. (2.32), it is necessary to specify the form of the canonical transformation (2.30). In Ref. [30] , the generating functionĜ NLO ss had been chosen in a rather general way, which involved terms cubic in the momenta. The latter terms gave rise, in the Hamiltonian, to NLO spin-spin terms that were quartic in the momenta. The presence of such terms is a feature not shared by the ADM Hamiltonian, but was related to the idea of defining, in the EOB formalism, an "effective spin" that may also depend on p 2 and (n · p) 2 , thereby introducing higher powers of the momenta.
In this paper, by contrast, we want to hold the dependence on the momenta as simple as possible. We found it possible to end up with a squared effective EOB Hamiltonian involving only quadratic-in-momenta spinspin terms by choosing an NLO spin-spin generating functionĜ NLO ss which is only linear in momenta (rather than cubic as in Ref. [30] ). [This fact relies on the combined structure of the LO spin-spin canonical transformation G LO ss [23] (going from ADM coordinates to BoyerLindquist coordinates) and of the nonlinear transformation relating the effective Hamiltonian to the real one.] Among the 33 gauge coefficients taken into account in Ref. [30] forĜ NLO ss , we only need to maintain 10 of them. 6 We thus consider a generating function of the following form:
where we use the summation convention on the spin labels i, j = 1, 2, and where the coefficients α ij and β ij are assumed to be symmetric, while γ ij = γ ji . The change induced byĜ NLO ss in the Hamiltonian is
where we have introduced the symmetrized coefficients γ (ij) ≡ (γ ij + γ ji )/2 in order to point out that the only term which is not symmetric under exchange of the indices i and j is the last one, i.e., −3γ ij r −3 (n·p)(n·χ i )(p· χ j ). We will show in the next subsection why γ ij must contain an antisymmetric part γ [ij] , and how γ [ij] can be used to yield a simple H eff orb .
D. Gauge choice
One of the useful features of the EOB formalism is to use canonical transformations as gauge transformations able (after some gauge choice) to simplify the structure 6 The 23 coefficients that we discard here are all those cubic in p. Each of them leads, after the Poisson Bracket with the Newtonian Hamiltonian, to terms quartic in the momenta. An explicit calculation easily shows that the so obtained 23 quartic expressions are linearly independent in the 32-dimensional space of NLO spin-spin polynomials that are quartic in the momenta, whose basis is defined by scalars of the type p 4 (χ i · χ j )/r 2 , (n · p) 4 (χ i · χ j )/r 2 , and so on. There is therefore no way of tuning these 23 coefficients, apart from setting all of them to zero, that prevents the transformed Hamiltonian from being quartic in the momenta. 7 We warn the reader that the nomenclature of the gauge coefficients differs significantly from the one used in Refs. [28, 30] . In particular, the coefficients α, β and γ used here correspond to γ (χ) , γ (n) and γ (np) in Ref. [30] . The reason beyond these choices has been that of favoring the readability and self-consistence of this paper over the continuity with respect to Ref. [30] .
of PN-expanded Hamiltonians. Here, we shall apply this philosophy to the NLO spin-spin Hamiltonian. The original NLO spin-spin Hamiltonian, obtained in ADM gauge in Refs. [9] [10] [11] , contains 25 different terms in the centerof-mass frame (see Eq. (2.9a) of Ref. [28] , which accounts for both spin(1)-spin(1) and spin(2)-spin(2) terms, and Eq. (3.15) of Ref. [30] (spin(1)-spin(2)) for a centerof-mass formulation). [This is the generic number of terms for an NLO spin-spin Hamiltonian which is at most quadratic in momenta, as the ADM spin-spin Hamiltonian happens to be.] As we have introduced in Eq. (2.34) a NLO spin-spin transformation involving 10 arbitrary parameters (α (ij) , β (ij) , γ (ij) and γ [12] ), we expect to be able to end up with a simplified EOB NLO spin-spin Hamiltonian containing at most 15 different terms. In particular, we wish to simplify the a priori most complicated sector of the ADM Hamiltonian (and of its generic EOB counterpart), namely the sector comprising the seven different terms
appearing in the last two contributions on the rhs of Eq. (2.35). As discussed above, in the Kerr case (with only one χ), these couplings came out of the decomposition of the Kerr coupling B εnp ((n × p) · a) 2 into elementary product factors. We found convenient to use the freedom ofĜ NLO ss to impose that the EOB sector containing the seven different terms (2.36) take the following maximally simplified form:
differing by its Kerr counterpart (last terms on the rhs of Eq. (2.5)) only by the replacement a → a 0 ≡ a 1 + a 2 . It is easily checked that this requirement uniquely fixes 7 degrees of freedom inĜ NLO ss , in determining the gauge parameters β (ij) and γ ij (which, as exhibited in Eq. (2.35), entered the gauge variation of the seven terms (2.36)).
More precisely, these 7 gauge parameters must take the values
and
Note that, in the limit m 2 m 1 (under which X 2 → 0, X 1 → 1, ν → 0) we have β 11 → − 1 2 and γ 11 → 1, which is a necessary requirement for the structure of G NLO ss (as discussed in Refs. [28, 30] ). Note also that the antisymmetric part of γ ij is fixed to the value
It is easily checked (using Eq. (2.35)) that this value allows one to gauge away the antisymmetric-looking 8 ADM term [11] H NLO(ADM) ss, antis.
so as to end up with a symmetric contribution ∝ (n · χ 1 )(p · χ 2 ) + (n · χ 2 )(p · χ 1 ) of the type contained in the expansion of the term ((n × p) · a 0 ) 2 .
8 Note, however, that this term is symmetric under the combined permutation
Having fixed the B εnp ((n × p) · a) 2 sector by using the 7 gauge parameters β (ij) γ ij , we are left with the 3 gauge parameters α (ij) to simplify the NLO contributions δA, δB p and δB np to the remaining physical sectors of the NLO spin-spin EOB Hamiltonian. As we started from 25 different contributions and used only 7 gauge parameters, we would expect δA, δB p and δB np to involve 25 − 7 = 18 different contributions, in the form of 6 different quadratic forms in the two spin vectors. More specifically, one can a priori decompose δA, δB p and δB np in the form
(where the minus signs are introduced for later convenience) with six (symmetric) quadratic forms
[Note that the summation convention on the indices i,j means that, e.g.,
.] A first remarkable finding is that our request of having the simple, Kerr-like form (2.37) implies another simplification for free. Namely, we find that the 3 coefficients 
In view of these transformation properties we could use the α ij -freedom to set to zero any of the three forms A This relation means that the momentum-dependent part of the NLO spin-spin contribution to H eff 2 takes the simple form
where we recognize a coupling between p 2 and a spin-spin structure akin to the LO quadrupole potential present in the ADM Hamiltonian
(2.58) In the last equality, ϑ is the angle between n and χ 0 , and P 2 is the second Legendre polynomial. Notice that becomes the only quadratic form that does not vanish. Consequently, all new NLO spin-spin information is contained in the radial potential A. We will adopt this gauge for the rest of the paper. To satisfy Eq. (2.59), the α ij gauge parameters must be taken to be
(2.60a)
In the limit m 2 m 1 , we have α 11 → − 1 2 , which is a necessary requirement for the structure ofĜ NLO ss [28, 30] . Solving Eq. (2.32) then leads first to
and then to a remarkable result for the coefficients of B Q np,χ . Namely, we find that they turn out to coincide with the coefficients of the above-determined quadratic form B is sufficient, once inserted in the EOB Hamiltonian, to reproduce the whole NLO spin-spin coupling (which initially involved 25 different terms). The EOB has not only exploited the full power of the gauge transformations, involving 10 parameters, but has also revealed 6 additional and unexpected symmetries (see the Appendix for a further discussion of these symmetries). Notice that the EOB Hamiltonian proposed in Ref. [30] involved 12 different terms. A symmetry similar to (2.51) was present, but there was no equivalent to (2.57) or (2.62).
To summarize the results so far, the effective orbital Hamiltonian has the form
Here, the quantities entering the ((n × p) · a 0 ) 2 term are ∆ = r 2 − 2r + χ 2 0 (2.64)
with the dimensionless effective spin
On the other hand, we obtained above explicit, but nonresummed, expressions for the NLO-spin-spin accurate potentials A, B p and B np . In our preferred (B 
E. Resummation options
We wish to discuss now various options for incorporating the NLO spin-spin contributions r In Eq. (2.74) we have introduced the notation A eq (r c , ν, (χ i ·χ j )) for an equatorial potential (remaining in the limit (n · χ i ) → 0) which should incorporate, in a combined manner, both the Kerr-like equatorial potential (2.22) and the purely radial NLO spin-spin correction r −4 A Q χ . There are two main possibilities for doing so: first mention that all the matrix elements q ij happen to be positive (which does not, however, imply the positivedefinite character of the corresponding quadratic form). By considering the (orthogonal) eigendirections and the eigenvalues of q ij , we see that, in the case of a form of the type
(and analogously for a form of the type q ij (n·χ i )(n·χ j )). Here, for definiteness, λ 1 denotes the larger eigenvalue, i.e. λ 1 ≥ λ 2 . When ν = 1/4, because of the symmetry under exchange of the spins χ 1 and χ 2 , the only allowed combinations are cos φ = ± sin φ, thus φ(ν = 1/4) = ±π/4 in the interval [−π/2, π/2). By contrast, the behavior of φ in the test-mass limit ν → 0 does not follow a general rule. As shown in Figure 1, the eigenvalues λ 1 , λ 2 More specifically, the eigenvalues of A Q χ are given by is never positive definite. However, its largest eigenvalue is always positive, and, most of the time, much larger than λ 2 . As we shall see later, this implies that B Q χ is positive for most spin configurations. Note also that B Q χ becomes degenerate (λ 2 = 0) exactly in the case of equal masses (ν = 1/4).
In the two-dimensional parameter space measuring either the projected spins (n · χ i ), or the algebraic magnitudes of two parallel spins χ 1 χ 2 , the contour lines of Q define ellipses, hyperbolas or straight lines, depending on whether λ 2 is positive, negative or equal to zero, respectively. A graphical visualization of them is given in Figure 2 .
The eigenvalue decomposition (2.83) does not provide a direct handle on the extremal points of the quadratic forms. In order to investigate them, one must resort to other arguments. Since all coefficients in Eqs. (2.70)-(2.72) are positive for every ν ∈ (0, 1/4], it is clear that the global maxima Q max (ν) are reached when χ
For investigating the minima, let us rewrite
12 /q 11 < 0. In this case, provided that q 12 /q 11 ≤ 1 (which is indeed true for all quadratic forms (2.70)-(2.72)), the global minimum Q min (ν) is reached for the anti-aligned configuration Otherwise, if λ 2 ≥ 0, the minimum is met in the trivial case χ 1 = χ 2 = 0. Analogous spin configurations, obtained substituting χ i with (n · χ i ) in Eq. (2.86), define the minima of the forms of the type q ij (n · χ i )(n · χ j ). Figure 4 . The quantity r 3 Gtot is plotted against r for circular orbits. Equal masses and equal spins χ1 ≡ χ2 ≡ 0.65 are assumed. The curve InvCal corresponds to the model described in Ref. [31] , with the NNNLO calibration of c3 described in Ref. [33] . The curve Inv makes use of the same (inverse) resummation of InvCal, but only includes terms up to NNLO (i.e., it does neither contain the calibrated term c3, nor the two purely Schwarzschild, spinning-particle coefficients that enter into c * 
III. THE SPIN-ORBIT SECTOR AND THE LAST STABLE CIRCULAR ORBIT
In this last section, we investigate some predictions of the new EOB Hamiltonian proposed here concerning the characteristics of the last stable circular orbit (LSO), considered for parallel spins, and circular, equatorial orbits.
At first, it is necessary to fix the spin-orbit sector H [18, 20-23, 25, 26, 31] . Here we shall follow the recent approach [31] , generalizing it to the general, non-equatorial case. Explicitly, we takê
Here, l ≡ r×p ≡ L/(µM ) is the (dimensionless) rescaled orbital angular momentum, and χ and χ * are the symmetric spin combinations (2.13)-(2.14), namely are two dimensionless gyrogravitomagnetic factors 9 . The post-Newtonian expansions of g eff S and g eff S * are fully known up to NNLO order [18, 21, 25, 26] , and one knows both the test-mass limit of g eff S * [23] and its first gravitational self-force correction [34] .
Here, we shall use, as fiducial spin-orbit coupling, the non-resummed, Taylor-expanded NNLO-accurate expansions of g eff S and g eff S * [25, 26] , expressed in the DamourJaranowski-Schäfer gauge, and (following Ref. [31] ) using r c as radial variable. This means that we use We are aware of the fact that such Taylor-expanded 9 The gyro-gravitomagnetic factors g eff S and g eff S * used here correspond to 2Ĝ S and 3 2Ĝ S * in Ref. [31] .
gyro-gravitomagnetic factors have the property of changing sign in the strong-field region, thereby turning the repulsive (for spins parallel to the orbital angular momentum) spin-orbit interaction into an attractive coupling. In order to avoid this change of sign, Ref. [31] used an inverse Taylor resummation of the gyro-gravitomagnetic factors (of the type g defined by using either Taylor-expanded g eff S , g eff S * or inverse Taylor-expanded ones. As the main purpose of this subsection is to compare the effect of our new way to incorporate NLO spin-spin coupling to previous suggestions [28, 30, 33] , it will be convenient for us to use the simple Taylorexpanded prescriptions (3.5)-(3.6) because they ensure the existence of an LSO for arbitrary values of the spins. By contrast, when using inverse-resummed gyrogravitomagnetic factors the constantly repulsive character of the spin-orbit interaction allows (for large, parallel spins) the sequence of circular orbits to continue existing as the angular momentum decreases, without encountering a loss of stability at some radius. This is illustrated in Fig 5 which displays the effective Hamiltonian as a function of radius, for parallel spins equal to χ 1 = χ 2 = 0.65, and for three different values of the orbital angular momentum: l = 2.7 (left panel), l = 2.55 (central panel) and l = 2.4 (right panel). This figure contrasts models which exhibit an LSO for large spins (such as tar14 [35] and models using Taylor-expanded gyro-gravitomagnetic factors, such as our present model, Eq. (2.78), or a version of nag15 [33] in which g eff S and g eff S * are replaced by their Taylorexpanded form) with models that do not, because there exists a continuous sequence of shrinking circular orbits of smaller and smaller radii (such as nag15 [33] ). In particular, it is instructive to compare in Fig 5 the three different versions of the model nag15: (i) the version nag15 TaylSO (with Taylor-expanded g eff S and g eff S * ) has an LSO and is quite close to our model (Eq. (2.78)); (ii) the version nag15 NoCal (which differs from [33] by turning off the Numerical-Relativity-calibrated NNLO spinorbit parameters) displays the strongly repulsive character of the spin-orbit coupling at small radii; and (iii) the original model nag15, which contains extra spin-orbit parameters having the property of reducing (without cancelling) the strongly repulsive character of the spin-orbit coupling. As a consequence, the effective potential of nag15 exhibits (especially for l = 2.4) a small "bump", as if the system would still be trying to develop an LSO. After this pseudo-LSO, the system rolls down to a further stable minimum, whose existence is ensured by the strong positive spin-orbit barrier. For sufficiently large spins, the bump ceases to show up, leading therefore to a continuous sequence of circular orbits. In that case, as for the uncalibrated curve nag15 NoCal in Fig 5, the strength of the spin-orbit barrier is such as to completely absorb the region where the LSO would have formed.
The top panels of Fig 6 display a plot of the dimensionless Kerr parameter of the binary system
evaluated at the LSO, where
is the dimensionless total angular momentum. If it were measured after the whole merger-ringdown process, χ J would correspond to the dimensionless spin of the final black hole, and would therefore be expected to stay always smaller than one. At the LSO, however, the system still has to radiate away energy and angular momentum. It is therefore not worrying to find values χ LSO J that (slightly) exceed 1 for large spins χ 0.6. The central panels plot the dimensionless angular frequencyω 9) and the bottom panels the dimensionless binding energy 10) both evaluated at the LSO. As in Fig 5, nag15 denotes the calibrated Hamiltonian of Ref. [33] . We recall that, in this model, the spin orbit sector is complete up to NNLO and calibrated at the NNNLO level, together with the inclusion of two additional, purely Schwarzschild spinningparticle terms. Furthermore, the purely orbital coupling is complete at 4PN, and is calibrated at 5PN. Among all models shown in the figure, this is the only one for which the gyro-gravitomagnetic factors are inversely resummed. The interruption of the nag15 curves (near χ 0.65) marks the end of the region where an LSO exists. Just before reaching that point, a rather strong deviation from the Taylor-spin-orbit curves is clearly visible.
The curves labeled by A Q add TaylSO denote the spinspin model developed in this paper, with Taylor expanded, NNLO, r c -dependent gyro-gravitomagnetic factors, while the orbital order is the same as in nag15. Moreover, LOss represents the curves that are obtained from A Q add TaylSO by setting A Q χ to zero. The A Q add TaylSO and LOss curves are always quite close to each other. This shows that the difference introduced by the NLO spin-spin coupling is therefore rather small, and by far less important than the effects due to the type of spin-orbit resummation. The repulsive character of the NLO spin-spin terms, already remarked in Sec II F, is clearly visible on all plots. Indeed, the total Kerr parameter is smaller than in the LOss, which means that the system radiates away more angular momentum before reaching the end of the inspiral. Similarly, a larger orbital frequency and binding energy are the signs of a more bound system, and thus imply the existence of an additional repulsive effect preventing the plunge to happen too early.
For completeness, we also show the prediction of the uncalibrated NLO spin-spin Hamiltonian bal14 described in Ref. [30] . It is important to remark that bal14 differs from the model of this paper in various aspects, and in particular, it involves a different resummation of both spin-orbit and spin-spin couplings.
Finally, tar14 represents the calibrated model of Ref. [35] , that encodes the NNLO spin-orbit and LO spinspin couplings, with a calibration at the NNNLO and NLO level, respectively. The orbital order is included up to 4PN. A first aspect to be noticed is the proximity of tar14 with nag15 in the range of negative spins, that can be considered as a qualitative check of the effectiveness of two different calibrations. For positive spins, the comparison is affected by the different behavior of nag15 for what concerns the LSO.
In Table I we complement the information contained in Fig 6 by giving a quantitative comparison of the two different resummation options (2.77)-(2.78) of the A potential, for several values of the spin (namely −1, +0.5 and +1). The table confirms the expectation (see Sec II E) that the factorized (Fact) resummation is stronger than the semi-additive (Add) one. For example, for extremal spins, the increase in the angular frequency at the LSO due to A Q χ is +2% for Add, and +5% for Fact, while the binding energy increase is +4% (in agreement with the order-of-magnitude estimation done in Sec II F) and +8%, respectively.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have proposed a new EOB Hamiltonian for spinning, precessing black hole binaries. Explicitly, our Hamiltonian is of the form (2.1)-(2.2), with an orbital part of the effective Hamiltonian obtained by combining Eqs. (2.63), (2.70)-(2.76), (2.77) (or (2.78)), (2.80), (2.81), and a spin-orbit part defined by combining Eqs. (3.2)-(3.6). In particular, we have included spin-spin effects at NLO accuracy by quadratic-inspin modifications of the building blocks A(r, ν, a 1 , a 2 ), B p (r, ν, a 1 , a 2 ), B np (r, ν, a 1 , a 2 ) that are present in the Hamiltonian as coefficients of (part of the) momentumdependent terms. Our new approach has several simplifying features with respect to previous works. First, it maintains a momentum dependence of the squared effective orbital Hamiltonian H eff orb 2 which is no more than quadratic (for the spin-spin terms). Second, we found that it was possible to choose a spin-gauge where the most complicated NLO spin-spin couplings ∝ (p · a i )(p · a j ) and (n·p)(n·a i )(p·a j ) could be absorbed in a simple Kerr-like coupling ∝ ((n × p) · a 0 ) 2 , where a 0 ≡ a 1 + a 2 (with a 1 ≡ S 1 /m 1 and a 2 = S 2 /m 2 ) denotes the spin combination describing the LO spin-spin coupling in a Kerr way. This feature should lead to a simple description of the general precessing spin (and precessing orbital angular momentum) dynamics because of the privileged role of the single basic Kerr-like vectorial spin parameter a 0 ≡ a 1 + a 2 .
A further tuning allowed us to impose a DamourJaranowski-Schäfer-type gauge, that has the useful property of confining all new spin-spin terms into the radial potential A(r, ν, a 1 , a 2 ) as soon as the spins are aligned and the orbits circular. The NLO spin-spin deformation of the above mentioned sectors is then encoded into quadratic-in-spin forms A and of A Q nχ are equal. These features correspond to a notable improvement with respect to the model developed in Ref. [30] , where the momentum structure of spindependent terms is by far less simple (for instance, the squared effective orbital Hamiltonian of Ref. [30] does not show a polynomial dependence on the momenta, and furthermore no Damour-Jaranowski-Schäfer-type gauge could be imposed) and where the number of independent NLO spin-spin coefficients to be inserted in the EOB description amounts to 12.
The quadratic forms we have found here have positive coefficients only. However, as quadratic forms, they are either indefinite (with a positive eigenvalue and a negative one), degenerate (with one eigenvalue being strictly positive and the other zero) or positive definite, depending on the value of the symmetric mass ratio ν. For sufficienly low ν, the smaller eigenvalue is negative, and the form is negative-valued for particular configurations of anti-aligned, or nearly anti-aligned spins. By contrast, aligned configurations always lead to positive values, that are moreover much larger (by a factor ∼ 50-100) than the negative minima. For what concerns circular, equatorial orbits, one can conclude that the NLO spinspin effects are repulsive in most cases, apart from very small, attractive effects that only show up for mass ratios m 1 /m 2 ≥ 6.34 and for (nearly) anti-aligned spins. This repulsive character is clearly visible when comparing the total angular momentum, angular frequency and binding energy at the LSO with the corresponding prediction of the Hamiltonian without the NLO spin-spin inclusion. We propose two different options for resumming the quadratic form A Q χ , a semi-additive and a factorized one. The ultimate choice of the best resummation option can only be done with a systematic comparison against Numerical Relativity simulations. We expect our new Hamiltonian, once calibrated, to mark a new step towards an accurate description of the coalescence of two precessing, spinning black holes. ACKNOWLEDGMENTS S. B. thanks IHES for hospitality during the development of the main part of this work. He is supported by the Swiss National Science Foundation.
